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ABSTRACT

India  is  growing  rapidly,  loyalty  initiative  programs  are  becoming  popular  and

retailers understand the important aspects of relationship marketing tool as a part of

customer relationship management.

 Consumer satisfaction, productivity and quality are the given importance in today’s

business scenario that demands sustainable efforts on the part of the organization. It

is  important  that  every  company  should  understand  and  meet  the  needs  of

consumer’s expectation in order to stay in the market and have competitive edge.

However, due to increase expectations, intense competition and rapid entry of new

business concepts and formats, existing companies are finding it difficult to retain

their  customers  along  with  managing  the  profits.  Uncertainty  of  the  economic

environment has also lead to the loyalty issues to companies.

In  order  to  develop  and  maintain  loyalty  among  the  customers,  it  has  become

important to find out ways that will drive loyalty in a particular market. In past, many

organizations  have  adopted  a  customer  focus  i.e.  formal  program  of  Customer

Relationship  Management.  Recently  there  is  a  new  advancement  in  information

technology which provides a tool to marketing managers to design a new age of

CRM tactics. These tactics are adopted by different organizations which is called

customer loyalty program.  

The study is to examine the concepts and significance of loyalty programs in building

consumer  relationship  management.  It  examines  and  compares  the  genders

preferences  towards  the  benefits  of  loyalty  program  i.e.  economic  benefit

(personalization and visibility status) and psychological benefit  (saving points and

discounts). It highlights and evaluates consumer’s increase in their purchase level of

products  after  joining  a  loyalty  program  and  does  these  loyalty  program  make

consumer loyal towards the brand.

INTRODUCTION
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Retailing in  India has been divided into two main parts  i.e.  unorganized,  due to the

presence of large number of small stores and organized retailing stores which started in

early nineties; with the entry of big corporate houses in Indian market. 

In past retailing was not considered as a high status market, enough to attract huge

business firms. But, in the years it has seen so much positive and corporate focus

with big players like Tata co.,  Birla,  Reliance groups and future groups etc.  The

arrival of various big firms in retailing has caused a vast transformation in retailing

formats and infrastructural. The entrance of big corporate firms in retail has also got

a drastic transformation in marketing strategies and various programs. Retail firms

started seen importance of maintaining strong customer relationship, however these

relationship were not quality based but was based only on trust with limited customer

base.  With entry  of  big competitors in market  there is  an execution of  customer

loyalty programs which have absolutely changed the way retailers control long-term

relations with their customers with the main aim of developing long term relationship

and  loyalty.   Loyalty  Programs  are  supported  by  Information  Technology.  This

scheme was popular in UK and US retailers in year 1990; however they became

popular among Indian retailers in year 2000. These initiative programs are still at the

preliminary  stage  in  India  and  consumers  are  still  gaining  information  about  the

benefits of these loyalty programs. As the rate of organized retail sector in India is

growing  at  a  rapid  rate,  loyalty  programs  are  becoming  famous  and  retailers

understand the importance of consumer relationship marketing tool. Today, almost

every retail chains like future group, Westside, Shoppers Stop, etc, have launched

their  various  loyalty  programs  based  on  the  abstraction  of  rewarding  existing

consumers  for  continuing  their  repurchasing  of  goods  through  a  combination  of

various rewards and loyalty program schemes .

Retailing firms have a lot of challenge of identifying and retaining their customers

because of the competition in the market. In an attempt to curb these problems firms

have  started  with  loyalty  programs  in  order  to  provide  some  benefits  to  the

customers.  These  loyalty  programs  end  up  building  customer  relationship  with

various brands and maintaining the   customer buying behaviour. In recent years,
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almost  every firm has their  own loyalty  program. Loyalty programs have a lot  of

benefits  (monetary  benefits  and psychological  benefits  -  non monetary  benefits).

Each firm chooses the  benefit  which  they want  to  give  to  consumers.  Men and

Female are different in attitude when they go for shopping; their needs are different,

which helps in gathering deep understanding on gender preferences towards these

monetary and psychological benefits.

Consumer might favour luxuries as rewards and value them. The primary aim of

loyalty program is to develop an emotional relationship that generates benefit. These

benefits should be valuable and develop emotional connection between customers

and  companies.  There  is  an  intense  competition  in  the  retailing  industry,  and

consumers connect to the retailers where they get advantage for money. Cost (price)

is one of the factors, recommendation (word of mouth) from friends and family is

another important factor in choosing a brand. Various methods are used to build a

good loyalty program and retention like privilege card discount  cards,  etc.  These

kinds of programs motivate customers and generate a positive attitude of  repeat

purchase. Loyalty programs aims of building a long term relationship.

Godfrey  Rooke  stated  “  People  love  the  loyalty  programs  only  to  get  various

discounts and offers provided through loyalty programs which indirectly increases

the sale and loyalty of brand “.

OBJECTIVES

 To scrutinize the concepts and significance of loyalty programs in building

consumer relationship management.

 To evaluate how consumers purchase of products increases after joining

loyalty program. 

 To analyze and compare gender preference towards psychological benefits

(personalization    and visibility status) of loyalty programs.

  To investigate and compare gender preference towards economic elements

(saving points and discounts) of loyalty programs.

 To identify reasons that affects a consumer of not using a loyalty program
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HYPOTHESIS

Females are more inclined towards loyalty programs for their budget obsession.

Loyalty Program helps in increasing sale and gaining trust of people towards the brand.

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

1. Customer Relationship Marketing, Nykamp, 2001:

 Consumer Relationship Management focuses to develop an excellent worth to the

customers  and  provide  the  company  with  the  exact  information  on  how  to

communicate with various customers,  not  only  by the conventional  way of  price,

product, place and promotion, but also benefit the consumers from the precise usage

of the enlarged product.  

Customer profiling is important way to obtain the vision of the most basic issues of

customer  relationship  management  by  providing  an  analysis  on  who  are  the

customers.  Customer  profiling  categorizes,  like,  customer  demographic  stats,

psychographic and geographical characteristics to the nearest retail store location.

The main aspects when describing businesses will comprise information about the

company  number  of  employees,  company’s  revenue,  purchase  frequency  and

regency.

In segmentation of customer a firm tries to determine logical and special customer set

which will categorize consumer’s dependency on their various characteristics like liking,

expectations,  needs  and  purchasing  behavior.  By  understanding  each  customer

segment  qualitatively  and  qualitatively  helps  in  defining  the  customer  relationship

management  strategies.  “This  placement  of  customer  relationship  management  can

help company to develop various campaigns for marketing and strategies for pricing to

obtain highest value from both low and high profit customers of commodity.”

The study helped in  understanding the more interaction a company has with the

consumer,  the  more  they  learn  about  its  customers.  This  knowledge  about  the

consumers helps firms attract new customers and retain all  consumers. With the

analysis  of  customers,  attraction  increasingly  become  effective  as  targeting  of

consumers  with  appropriate media,  product  and message which  saves time and
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helps in maintaining customer’s interest. Uniformity is the important aspect and it

should  be  followed  in  three  principles.  Firstly,  by  maintain  a  close  two  way

communication  process.  Secondly,  by  delivering services  in  accordance with  the

customer’s wants and needs. Finally, a company needs to be alert every time of

various shifts in customer’s perception and always be ready to survive and adapt any

product change accordingly to the new factors and circumstances.

2. Loyalty Programs by Yi & Jeon, 2003:

Rewards schemes are the main aspect through which consumer get attracted and

get loyal towards the brand. The main objective of customer relationship program

(loyalty) is to formulate a high level of customer’s retention by providing assistance,

satisfaction and value to the loyal consumers. These programs helps in increasing

brand  loyalty  by  creating  low  switching  cost  and  profits  by  circumvent  price

competition. The consumer’s value perception is important for building brand loyalty.

Loyalty program should be valuable for consumers and at same time should give

cash value.

The study helped in understanding that  the primary aim of  loyalty program is  to

develop an emotional relationship that generates benefit. These benefits should be

valuable  and  develop  emotional  connection  between  customers  and  companies.

There is an intense competition in the retailing industry, and consumers connect to

the  retailers  where  they  get  value  for  money.  Loyalty  programs  are  mostly

considered to be value-sharing tool  and can increase consumers’ appreciation of

what a brand has to offer. Loyalty relationship programs can minimize the lack of

customer’s commitment and motivate them by changing costs. These programs give

reward  to  customers  for  their  repurchases,  customers  start  purchasing from one

store to gain the benefits received from this customer relationship management.

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

Consumer  Relationship  Management  focuses  to  develop  an  extra  value  to  the

consumers and providing exact   information on how to interact with customers, not only

by the old way of promotion, but also provide benefits to consumer from the previous

usage of the products.
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The  study  investigates  how  companies  use  loyalty  programs  to  build  strong

consumer relationship management. It also study how gender response differently to

loyalty programs i.e. economical benefits and psychological benefits Questionnaire

were completed by consumer who buy products from the fashion retailers to get

clear  understanding  of  buyers  perspective  and  their  reaction  towards  loyalty

programs 

Categories of customer’s loyalty:

1. True Loyalty 

2. Latent Loyalty

3. Spurious Loyalty

4. No loyalty

According to the survey which was done in Van Heusen, the Loyalty program offered

by them in various clubs. The Major Power Club has a loyalty program with basic

three  levels  of  membership  -  Gold,  Silver  and  Classic  stages  of  membership

depending on the profiling of consumer. 

Sample area: Delhi/NCR malls (great India place, select city walk, and pacific mall) 

Sample age : 18 and above i.e. 18-25 who are dependent of parents money ( check

there  preferences  on  loyalty  program ),  26-35  who  are  independent  on  parents

money and have their own money to spend, 35-50 consumers who are parents and

have regular day activities & 50 above who are retired consumers 

Sample gender: Men and female (Men and female are chosen as the study is on

genders preferences towards loyalty programs)

Selection of sample for focus group: 

Sample  area:  {Delhi  (college  going  students),  HCL  employees  (service),  house

makers}.

Sample  size: This  study  investigates  how  gender  preferences  towards  loyalty

programs in Delhi/NCR, so this research would focus on both men and women (18-

50 above). 

For questionnaire research, in order to maintain a relationship between accuracy and

membership, the size of sample is set to be 100 i.e. 50 male and 50 female.
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Scaling technique:

Strongly disagree Disagree Neither Agree Strongly agree

RESEARCH FINDINGS

Based on a sample of 100 consumers where 50 were male and 50 were female and

their  result  to  loyalty  customer  programs  and  benefits  schemes,  this  research

suggests  that  various  programs  can  increase  customer  valuation  towards  the

product. However, it was analyzed that utilitarian elements of loyalty program design

influenced  female  more  than  male  consumers  to  use  and  be  a  part  of  loyalty

program. Discounts have positive effects on female customer retention as compared

to  redeem  points  on  future  purchase.  Non-functional  design  elements  are  more

effective  in  creating  customer  loyalty  for  men.   Male  consumers  were  highly

motivated towards visibility. 

This research suggests that female and male both react different in terms of the

objective  of  their  loyalty  towards  the  product  and  how  they  respond  to  loyalty

customer  programs.  Females  react  more  positively  than  males  to  flat  discounts

whereas males reacted more positively to these programs that make their  status

highly uplifted and visible.
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CONCLUSION

Customer loyalty program is an important tool in the creation of customer loyalty

towards the brand, product, and incentives offered to customers as loyalty programs.

After the quantitative analysis of closed ended questionnaire it was found that after

joining loyalty program respondents tend to buy more , both men and female have

almost equal reaction on repurchase after joining the loyalty program. It was also

observed  that  men get  more  attracted  towards  visibility  status  benefit  of  loyalty

program and women get more attracted towards flat discount.

It affected the customer purchasing behaviour in a positive manner as it force the

consumers  to  make  repurchases  of  products  and  in  raising  customer  attention

towards  the  brand  which  slowly  improves  the  company’s  status  and  profitability.

Customers  show  intended  behavior  towards  these  loyalty  schemes  because  of

various types of offers provided to them. In relation to superior brands, various group

of people to stay loyal to influential brands as it helps in creating  projection of self

concept, identification of groups and standards. Offers which are psychological and

economic in nature lead to build trust,  development and commitment of long run

relationship with consumer.
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SUGGESTIONS for FUTURE RESEARCH

The  “Loyalty  Programs”  can  be  offered  by  the  brands  which  offer  unisex  clothing  and

accessories, they can design a loyalty program as per the need of consumers like female

who prefer  flat  discounts  then the  brands  can design  a  loyalty  program which  have flat

discounts  and  men  get  attracted  towards  visibility  status  then  loyalty  program  can  be

designed considering visibility status. It is noticed that customer usually don’t want to carry

different loyalty cards for different shops or outlet; one card can work for all this and will help

the customer in maintaining and carrying their cards every time they go for shopping.

This personalization of design of loyalty programs as per consumers need might help

in building strong loyalty towards the brand and consumers.
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